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Executive Summary  

PairAnythingTM is fast-tracking the transformation of the $60B wine industry with personalization 
and decisioning logic technology. PairAnythingTM is the only Customer-First digital engagement 
platform for wineries to curate customer experiences outside the tasting room. The wine 
consumers gain a mobile app experience to guide their wine journey with tailored wine 
recommendations, anywhere and anytime, so they enjoy dining more and spending wisely. 
PairAnythingTM is the solution for wineries to thrive in the personalized experience economy and 
address the generational consumer shift disrupting the industry. Also, wineries gain a digital 
marketing strategy and mobile e-commerce to be relevant to today’s digital-savvy customers. We 
estimate our market potential to be $300M, which is 10% of the $3B Direct-to-Consumer wine 
sales. The main revenue streams come from wineries paying subscription, referral and ad 
placement fees. Our unfair advantages come from having a differentiated product, go-to-market 
strategy intertwined with wineries to build consumer end users adoption, and first-mover 
advantage to address the unmet needs of 97% of the U.S. wineries in a growing retail market. 

1) Our Opportunity 
Today’s foodies and aspiring wine enthusiasts face a basic enjoyment challenge: they don’t know 
enough about wine - to buy what they like and to enjoy with the food they eat; and they can’t always 
dine at fancy restaurants to benefit from the sommelier expertise. This lack of sophisticated knowledge 
causes ordering anxiety, suboptimal food enjoyment, lack of wine discovery and wasteful spending. On 
the other side, the wine industry is grappling with the collision of the Experience Economy  with the 1

Generational Shift . To thrive in the new economy, wineries can look to lessons from distinctive 2

companies outperforming the market, such as Apple, Disney, Tesla and a few others. By deftly 
competing on the memorable experiences they deliver - not on the products they sell, wineries can 
connect with the 75M Millennials who feel the enjoyment challenge the most, and are replacing retiring 
Baby Boomers to be the largest consumer group. Small to midsize wineries are the most vulnerable if 
they don’t adapt their retail strategies to the consumer rotation. Direct-to-Consumer (DtC) sales account 
for the majority of their total winery sales, yet they lag on Digital Transformation  to develop customer 3

relationships to maximize DtC sales that generate high profit margins, plus access to consumers not 
easily reached through the country’s three-tier (producer, wholesaler, retailer) system. Also, they have 
not fully capitalized on e-commerce. In the US, online wine sales account for a paltry 2% of U.S. wine 
sales, whereas it is around 10% in France and 13% in the UK. 

2) Our Solution 
PairAnythingTM provides the Virtual Tasting Room (VirtualTR) platform for wineries to curate 
experiences outside the tasting room, with tailored food pairings and wine selections that elevate their 
customers' enjoyment. The solution features: a) Customer-First Engagement to enable customized 
wine offerings, b) Interactive Experiences to cultivate brand loyalty, and c) NextGen Marketing to target 
customers based on preferences and behaviors. The wineries’ customers gain a mobile experience that 
optimizes their food enjoyment with wine and enables smarter spending on only the wines they enjoy. 
To grow end user adoption, our roadmap includes a consumer-direct mobile app to appeal to the 
Millennials and GenX. 

3) Our Target Market 
PairAnythingTM is addressing the DtC wine market, which now accounts for 10% of total wine sales, 
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reaching $3B in 2018 , and will continue to grow as Millennials become relevant wine consumers. We 4

target small to medium-size, mostly family-owned, wineries that make up 97% of the 9,654 wineries in 
the U.S. Because they rely heavily on DtC sales (60% of their total revenues), they are most prone to 
the industry challenges. We estimate our TAM to be $7B. Our initial GTM is to laser focus on California 
small, family-owned wineries, to bring our SAM at $3B. If we achieve 0.05% of this target segment, our 
SOM is $15.7M/year in revenue.   

4) Our Business Model 
We have three enterprise revenue streams: Our initial revenue comes from VirtualTR ($50 monthly 
platform subscription and $3/user license annually). We then derive secondary revenue through referral 
fees (10% of wine cost) from purchases through the online MarketPlace, which over time will be the 
primary revenue generator. Also, we get ad placement revenue from Targeted Marketing based on 
CPM (minimum $25/day per customer) from enterprises targeting consumers on our platform. Lastly, 
we have the revenue stream from the freemium offering to consumers: the free option is sponsored by 
paid ads, and the “plus” option is $5/month to access premium features, such as profile dashboard, 
cellar management, wine education and “Amazon meets Costco” club membership. 

5) Our Competitive Advantages 
Our closest app benchmark is Vivino: an online wine retailer that has 28M users, lists 130,000 wines, 
and charge commissions on online sales. Another app benchmark is Wine Ring: a B2B personalization 
software for wine retailers to help customers find wines they like; it raised $3.9M back in 2016. Yet, we 
compare more similarly to decisioning logic companies: like Dynamic Yield that was recently acquired 
by McDonald’s for over $300M. Our product and market approaches position us with unfair advantages:  
- Uniqueness: we have a differentiated product based on intelligence-based decisioning, 

personalization and rich analytics. PairAnythingTM can match wines to any dish by evaluating a 
recipe and identifying the aroma bridge to a wine profile. PairAnythingTM also learns from user 
interactions to optimize recommendations. PairAnythingTM is the only Digital Customer-First 
Engagement platform for wineries to help their customers enjoy their wines. 

- Go-To-Market: We are disrupting the wine retail market to realize benefits to consumers and 
wineries. We help consumers with their enjoyment challenge by partnering with wineries who have a 
vested interest in their enjoyment, and will pay us to help with their DtC strategy and deploy our 
solution to end users. 

- First-mover advantage: We address unmet needs in an growing retail market: a) most wineries only 
have an online presence, not mobile, and do not provide tailored recommendations for their wines; b) 
wine pairing apps provide static, non-adaptive recommendations, limited to traditional cuisines such 
as French and Italian, and are narrow in scope; c) online marketplaces sell wines impersonally and 
with limited pairing guidance, and d) there is no effective tool to guide the consumers’ wine discovery. 

6) Implementation and Milestones 
We are in the advanced Validation phase for the product-market fit. We developed a mobile app proto-
type that has been validated with wineries and consumer end users. Our milestones include: building 
our MVP/v1.0 app in Q3 2019, conducting paid pilots with early adopter wineries in Q4 2019, iterating 
the app for a production launch in Q2 2020, and expecting to break even in 2020. We require $200k to 
for software development and customer acquisition, for which we are exploring equity crowdfunding: 
www.wefunder.com/Pair.Anything. We expect to conservatively generate $15.7M/year in 2021 and 
$84.2M/year by 2024 (with over 2.5% of SOM).  

7) Our Team 
See the separate Team Bio document.
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